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Abstract – Ferroelectric FETs (FeFETs) have emerged as a 
promising multi-level/cell (MLC) nonvolatile memory (NVM) 
candidate for low-power applications. This originates from the 
advantages of both efficient memory access and intrinsic device-
level in-memory computing flexibilities. However, there still exist 
challenges for FeFET MLC NVM: (i) high power consumption in 
read operations due to high-gain requirement for sense amplifiers 
during sensing, and (ii) high latency and energy consumption in 
write operations with conventional recursive program-and-verify. 
Targeting at lower power, less latency, and higher density, this 
work investigates and optimizes the read and write approaches to 
MLC FeFET NVM design: (i) Adaptive FeFET memory State 
Mapping (ASM) between the FeFET drain-source current and the 
digital states to increase the sensing margin; (ii) Adaptive FeFET 
Gate Biasing (AGB) read methods that adopt the optimized 
FeFET gate voltage to boost the sensible dynamic range and to 
store more levels of states per cell; (iii) Adaptive Prediction-based 
Direct (APD) write methods that minimize the program-and-
verify activities. Evaluations show significant latency and energy 
improvement. Furthermore, the number of sensible levels of states 
per cell is also increased with an enhanced dynamic sensing range 
and an enhanced sensing margin. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In modern data-intensive computing systems, memory has 
become a critical component that affects the overall system 
performance, cost, and the power consumption [1]. This is 
primarily because the memory and computing units are 
separated in the conventional von Neumann architectures and 
that the memory access and even data storage can be time-
consuming and/or power-hungry [2]. Such a phenomenon has 
become the so-called bottleneck of “the memory wall” in many 
applications [1][3]. To mitigate this memory bottleneck, 
various efforts in the embedded memory design have been 
made, including (i) the adoption of nonvolatile memory (NVM) 
to eliminate the standby leakage power [4][5][6], (ii) multi-
level/cell (MLC) storage to increase the data density for lower 
area cost [7][8], (iii) memory-centric computing solutions to 
reduce the memory traffic, in particular, the in-memory 
computing (CiM) techniques [9][10][11]. 

While these efforts have been tactically helpful and led to 
MLC NVM and “computable” NVM [9][10][11], there still 
exists large gaps of power and performance between the 
available memory solutions and the desired system metrics. 
These gaps are caused by both device-mechanism limitations 
and peripherals-related overheads. Meanwhile, a few new 
trends have made it urgent and promising to further explore new 
design and optimization space. One big trend is the emerging 
of new NVM devices, in particular, the ferroelectric field-

effect-transistor (FeFET) [12]-[15]. FeFETs are essentially 
unique in bearing both a computing transistor switch and a 
multi-level NVM cell in one nanoscale device. Related research 
is still in its infancy in collectively exploiting the FeFET 
characteristics, including the NVM-switch integration, the 
read-write isolation, the DC-power-free write access, and the 
high on/off state ratio. Another trend from the application 
perspective, is that the memory design goals include both 
general-purpose storage and the computation capability with 
application-dependent accuracy requirement. Designs with 
such flexibility can support more scenarios and reduce the 
system implementation cost.  

With these trends in mind, this work investigates the device-
circuit co-design and proposes low-power approaches to MLC 
memory design using the emerging FeFETs. More specifically, 
as illustrated in Fig. 1, the insights and contributions include: 

� Adaptive FeFET memory State Mapping (ASM) between 
the FeFET drain-source current state and the digital values 
to increase the sensing margin for applications of both 
general-purpose data storage and CiM. This originates 
from the insights of how the different FeFET NVM states 
interact with each other to achieve the minimum sensing 
overheads; 

� Adaptive FeFET Gate Biasing (AGB) read, which 
chooses the optimum FeFET gate biasing in a read to 
enable more levels of states. This originates from the 
insights of boosting the dynamic range considering the 
FeFET read sensitivity under different gate biasing; 
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Fig. 1.  Adaptive circuit approaches to FeFET MLC NVM: an overview. 
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� Adaptive Prediction-based Direct (APD) write, which 
prevents reset and minimizes the program-and-verify 
operations to reduce the power consumption and latency. 

In the rest of this paper, section II reviews MLC NVM 
technologies and discusses the FeFET MLC NVM design 
exploration space. Section III presents the FeFET MLC NVM 
read techniques, including ASM and AGB. Section IV 
introduces the proposed APD write operations. Section V 
concludes this paper.  

II. FEFET MLC NVM: BACKGROUND AND DESIGN SPACE 

This section reviews NVM and FeFET device basics, 
investigates the FeFET-based MLC NVM design space, and 
discusses the design challenges and opportunities illustrated in 
Fig. 1. The target applications include the general-purpose 
nonvolatile data storage and the emerging domain-specific CiM 
accelerators. 

A. Why FeFET: NVM and FeFET Basics 
Fig. 2 illustrates the FeFET concept of device structure and 

general IDS-VG curves. FeFETs are essentially a MOSFET with 
an embedded ferroelectric layer at the gate stack [15][18],[25]-
[27]. The polarization state of the ferroelectric domains in the 
integrated ferroelectric layer could be modulated conveniently 
by the external gate voltage. By doing so, an n-type FeFET may 
exhibit a small and even negative VT with positive polarization, 
and a large VT with negative polarization. Accordingly, an 
FeFET may achieve a tunable and stable threshold voltage VT, 
which could be used as a nonvolatile method to store multi-
level data.  

 
Fig. 2. FeFET basics. (a) Device structure; (b) General IDS-VG characteristics. 

 
The FeFET device concept is not new and dates back to 

decades ago. Yet it becomes fascinating when researchers found 
out that the doped hafnium dioxide (HfO2), a mature and widely 
used material in the CMOS process, could exhibit the desired 
ferroelectricity [28]. This indicates that FeFETs could be 
fabricated in a way that is CMOS-compatible, scalable and low-
cost, as demonstrated with recent FeFET experimental reports 
with ~10nm FinFET CMOS processes [13][14]. 

Table I summarizes the comparison between FeFET and 
other memory technologies, including CMOS SRAM, resistive 
random-access memory (RRAM), magnetic random-access 
memory (MRAM), phase-change memory (PCM), and the 
ferroelectric (capacitor) random-access memory (FeRAM) 
[29][30]. In addition to the excellence of process compatibility 
and scaling capability, FeFETs are particularly intriguing in a 
few aspects among these memory technologies: 

� High circuit distinguishability of different states with a 
typical on/off ratio above 105. This is intrinsically enabled 
by the high transconductance gain between the drain-
source current IDS and the internal gate voltage. This 
feature does not exist in other NVM technologies and 
makes FeFET highly promising with MLC applications, 
as to be further explored in this work. 

� Energy-efficient DC-power-free write operations. This is 
enabled by the fact that the load of the FeFET NVM write 
operation is capacitive and does not consume DC currents. 
In comparison, the resistive load in other resistive NVM 
technologies consumes DC power and deteriorates the 
energy efficiency with the presence of device write-speed 
variations.  

In addition to the abovementioned outstanding features, 
FeFET also exhibit moderate endurance, write speed, and 
operation voltage adaptability. All these features put together, 
FeFET has become a promising candidate for both NVM 
storage and computing applications [31]-[35]. 

The motivation of adopting MLC NVM instead of single-
level/cell (SLC) NVM is straightforward: higher density for 
general-purpose storage and higher CiM computing accuracy. 
Nevertheless, generally, MLC designs still face a big challenge 
of device variations and yield. This necessitates the device-
circuit co-efforts to ensure the required accuracy, as to be 
further investigated subsequently. 

B. FeFET MLC NVM and CiM Circuits Architectures 
MLC techniques increase the data density to meet the high 

demand of storage and computing in memories. MLC has 
already been used for NAND, RRAM, etc. [8][36]-[39]. It has 
also been used with FeFET for neuromorphic applications [40]-
[43].  

Fig. 3 shows the circuit architecture for general MLC NVM 
storage and CiM acceleration applications. In addition to the 
main memory cell array, it includes the read and write 
peripheral interface, in which the critical task is to optimize the 
balance of density, power, speed, etc. For faster sensing, sense 
amplifiers (SA) are usually needed to read out different states. 
A smaller safe margin between memory states requires a higher 
SA gain. Practically, an MLC read could use one-step parallel 
sensing with multi-reference amplifiers or multi-step sequential 

Table I.  Comparisons between FeFET NVM and Other Typical Memory Technologies [16]-[24][29][30] 

Memory Technology Cell Structure Non-volatility Read Time Cell Write Time Cell Write Energy Endurance 

SRAM 6T/8T/10T NO ~1 ns ~1 ns ~10-16 J/bit 1016 

RRAM 1T-1R YES ~10 ns ~10 ns ~10-13 J/bit 108 - 1012 

STT-MRAM 1T-1MTJ YES ~10 ns ~10 ns ~10-13 J/bit >1015 

PCM 1T-1PCM YES ~10 ns ~10 ns ~10-11 J/bit 108 - 1015 

FeRAM 1T-1C YES ~10 ns ~10 ns ~10-14 J/bit 1010 - 1015 

FeFET 1T/2T YES ~10 ns ~10 ns ~10-14 J/bit 104 - 1012 
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sensing with fewer-reference amplifiers. Therefore, there is a 
tradeoff between the read latency and the peripheral circuit 
overheads [36]. To optimize the MLC read and write, it is 
essential that both the device and peripheral circuits support the 
required accuracy with balanced energy consumption, latency 
overheads, and yield. As to be further revealed, FeFET-based 
MLC NVM design exhibits both challenges and opportunities. 

  

 
Fig. 3. MLC circuit architectures for NVM storage and CiM acceleration. 

C. Opportunities and Challenges 
Before enjoying the benefits of higher memory storage 

density through MLC implementations, there are two major 
challenges to overcome. For each challenge, we also show 
opportunities with the proposed FeFET circuit approaches.  

The first challenge is the high power consumption due to the 
need of using high-gain SAs to distinguish MLC states in the 
read operations. This is simply because of smaller safe margins 
between adjacent states in MLC implementations compared 
with those in SLC. In this work, we reveal out two opportunities. 
The first one is optimizing the state mapping between the 
device physical storage parameter or the device access behavior 
(e.g. the polarization state or IDS) and the digital values of states 
(e.g. ‘01’/‘10’). We propose to use Adaptive FeFET memory 
State Mapping (ASM) to maximize the safe margin between 
different states. The adaptivity here is incorporated in the 
custom mapping for general-purpose NVM storage and CiM 
applications. The second opportunity that we find out in this 
work, is the exploit of extra device tuning knobs that do not 
exist in other NVM devices, in particular, the FeFET gate 
voltage biasing during read, to enhance the sensible dynamic 
range. We propose Adaptive FeFET Gate Biasing (AGB) for 
this purpose, originating from the insights that the FeFET IDS is 
could be modulated with different gate biasing. 

The second challenge lies in lowing the energy and time 
consumption for MLC NVM write operations. As the program-
and-verify iterations usually are needed to achieve the final 
accuracy, it is helpful to reduce the number of iterations for 
faster settling down and lower energy consumption. In this 
regard, we propose Adaptive Prediction-based Direct (APD) 
write techniques to use prior knowledge of the FeFET program 
behavior to set the write pulse height and duration to achieve 
inter-data direct programming. This prevents reset operations 
and minimizes the program-and-verify activities for lower 
power consumption and latency. 

III. FEFET MLC NVM: SENSING APPROACHES 

This section presents approaches of adaptive state mapping 
(ASM) and adaptive gate biasing (AGB) to sensing the FeFET 
MLC NVM, so as to improve the dynamic sensing range and 
the sensing margin between memory states. The theory, 
implementation and quantitative evaluation of the approaches 
based on circuit simulations are included. 

A. Adaptive State Mapping 

As discussed above, the safe margin between the MLC 
memory states is much smaller than that of the SLC memory, 
making it more difficult to read out the memory data accurately. 
Practically, it is observed that the smallest sensing margin 
determines the sensing costs. Therefore, it is straightforward to 
optimize the locality of the memory states within the entire 
dynamic sensing range, such that the sensing safe margin 
between all adjacent memory states is the same. This strategy 
ensures that the minimum sensing safe margin is the highest, i.e. 
producing the widest memory window and leading to the 
minimum required SA gain and power.  

However, applications my exert specific memory data 
locality. For example, in multiply-and-accumulation (MAC) 
operations, it is naturally to assign the memory state to be a 
linear function of the sensed output current (or voltage), which 
ensures the linear accumulation functionality. Therefore, we 
propose to use an adaptive mapping strategy between the stored 
bits and the sensed output, as illustrated in Fig. 4.  

 

 
Fig. 4. Adaptive State Mapping for NVM storage and CiM acceleration. (a-b) 
Linear state mapping for CiM applications. (c-d) Exponential state mapping 
for general-purpose MLC NVM storage applications. 

 
The “adaptivity” refers to the automatic state mapping for 

different applications. For computing-in-memory (CiM) 
applications, e.g. MAC, we use the drain source current IDS to 
linearly represent the memory state, so that the summation or 
subtraction of currents can be linearly mapped to the 
summation or subtraction of the memory data. For general 
purpose memory storage, because the sensing interface is 
usually built with a diode-based logarithm current-voltage (I-
V) converter, as illustrated in Fig. 4, we map the memory states 
in an exponential way such that the sensed converted voltages 
(the logarithm of IDS) of adjacent memory states have a constant 
absolute difference. 
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B. Adaptive FeFET Gate Biasing (AGB) Read Methods 

 As discussed above, there is a strong motivation to achieve 
higher-density NVM through increasing the number of levels 
per cell with affordable overheads, if possible. However, in 
existing FeFET-based MLC NVM designs, it could be costly 
for SA to distinguish too many states with a subtle difference of 
sensed currents when reading an MLC NVM. Therefore, it will 
be of great significance to explore a new dimension of read 
methods to increase the sensible number of states without 
putting too many overheads to SA. 

When revisiting the prior methods of reading an FeFET MLC 
NVM cell, it is found out that they use a fixed FeFET gate 
voltage biasing for reading all memory states. While 
conventional two-terminal NVM devices do not have 
opportunity to modulate a third terminal, FeFET, on the 
contrary, is unique in having the extra gate terminal and making 
the read operation more elegant. As a matter of fact, tuning the 
FeFET gate voltage is a convenient approach to increasing the 
IDS dynamic range and increasing the number of sensible states. 
This is the finding that leads to the proposed adaptive gate 
biasing (AGB) for read operations. 

The theory behind ABG could be illustrated in Fig. 5. If only 
one fixed gate biasing voltage is used, either V1 or V2, the 
sensible dynamic range is limited. For example, when the 
biasing voltage is V1, the sensible dynamic range is determined 
by ɑ, which is the ratio of IDS @ VDS = V1 to the minimum 
sensible current I0, e.g. 1μA (I0 is limited by the SA gain). In 
other words, the current states below I0 could not be sensed. 
Similarly, if only V2 is adopted as the gate biasing voltage, the 
originally insensible states with V1 as the gate bias now 
becomes sensible, but the states originally within the sensible 
dynamic range of ɑ with V1 as the gate bias now shrinks to ɑ’, 
a much smaller value than ɑ.  

 

 
Fig. 5. The scheme of proposed multi-gate-voltage read method. 

 

The proposed ABG can combine the use of both V1 and V2: 
for the states between I0 and ɑ*I0 at V1, V1 is adopted as the 
gate bias; for the states below I0 at V1, V2 is adopted as the gate 
bias. Therefore, the overall dynamic sensing range is ɑ*β, 
which could be much large than the dynamic sensing range of 
ɑ at the fixed V1 gate bias and the dynamic sensing range of 
ɑ’*β at the fixed V2 gate bias.  

There are a few restrictions for AGB when dynamically 
tuning the gate bias for read. First, the gate bias should be 
sufficiently low to prevent disturbing the stored polarization 
states. Second, the number of tunable gate bias should not be 

too many to prevent high complexity.  
Fig. 6 illustrates the practical read procedure with ABG, 

using gate bias voltages V1 and V2 (V1<V2) as an example. 
Both V1 and V2 can be used first as the read voltage. For 
example, if V1 is adopted first and the sensing current is above 
the minimum sensing current I0, the state can be read out 
directly; otherwise, increase the read voltage to V2 to read out 
the state. If V2 is adopted first and the sensing current is below 
β*I0, the state can be read out directly; otherwise, lower the read 
voltage to V1 to read out the state. 
 

 
Fig. 6.  Proposed AGB read procedure (two read bias voltage example). 

 
TABLE II.  FEFET MODEL PARAMETERS 

Parameter Nominal Value Description 

Ps 2.5e-5 C/cm2 Saturation polarization 

Pr 2.0e-5 C/cm2 Remnant polarization 

Ec 9.0e5 V/cm Coercive field 

AR 1 Area ratio: AFE/AMOS 

Epison_FE 20 FE linear dielectric constant 

Tauo 5.07e-9 s Switching time constant 

Vo 5.86 V Switching time voltage acceleration constant 

m 1.34 Switching time exponent 

 

 
Fig. 7.  IDS vs VG for different memory states in one memory cell (read mode). 

 

In order to quantitatively benchmark the effectiveness of the 
proposed ABG method, the experimentally calibrated FeFET 
device SPICE model for simulation from [45] is adopted for 
circuit simulations. The parameter settings are listed in Table II. 
In the simulations, the write time is limited within the range of 
1ns to 3.9μs. We choose 0.9V and 1.2V as two example read 

� �
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voltages, i.e. V1 = 0.9V and V2 = 1.2V. The minimum sensing 
current of sense amplifiers, I0, is set to 1.0μA.  

Fig. 7 shows the simulation results. In the case of VG = 0.9V, 
IDS ranges from a very small value (<nA) to an end of ~57μA, 
showing a sensible dynamic range of 57 and the number of 
sensible states is 42 assuming 10% adjacent sensed current 
difference. In the case of VG = 1.2V, IDS ranges from less than 
1.0μA to an end of 400μA, showing a sensible dynamic range 
of 400 and the number of sensible states is 62. With ABG, the 
total sensible dynamic range increases to ɑ * β = 57 * 200 = 
11,400, and the total number of sensible states increases to 98 
(compared with the baseline of 62). 

IV. FEFET MLC NVM: WRITE APPROACHES 

In this section, write operation optimizations for FeFET-
based MLC will be introduced. The Adaptive Prediction-based 
Direct (APD) write method is proposed to reduce the energy 
consumption and operation latency of MLC write. The 
improvement is also quantitatively evaluated in this section. 

A. Adaptive Prediction-Based Direct (APD) Write Method 

The method of program-and-verify (P&V) has already been 
applied to MLC memories to ensure that the cell has been 
written to the exact range of state. The write operation ends 
when the distance between the current memory state and the 
target state is close enough. Most of the existing P&V methods 
have adopted fixed pulse amplitude and duration [43]. The 
proposed APD method not only verifies the latest memory state, 
but also calculate the distance to the desired state and shapes 
the subsequent write pulse, if needed, in both amplitude and 
duration, to achieve the minimized number of P&V activities.  

For FeFET-based NVM, the write energy is ultra-low due to 
the zero DC current within the array. Charging the parasitic 
capacitance along the interconnections consumes most energy 
during a write operation [44]. The write operation of an MLC 
memory may consist of a series of write pulse. Meanwhile, the 
capacitor needs be charged and discharged for several times. 
Therefore, reducing the pulse number can significantly lower 
the energy consumption of the write operation. 

The proposed improves the flexibility of the write pulse to 
reduce the pulse number. Compared to the existing methods, 
this process-aware write supports adaptive pulse amplitude and 
duration, depending on the latest verifying result. For instance, 
the pulse amplitude and duration can be stored in a look-up 
table (LUT) based on the prior knowledge of the device 
characteristics. If the distance to the target state is large, a write 
pulse with larger amplitude and duration will be applied. 
Otherwise, the amplitude and duration of the pulse should be 
small to fine tune the memory state, as shown in Fig. 8. 
Therefore, the number of pulses could be significantly reduced. 

The procedure of the proposed APD write method is shown 
in Fig. 9. Each cycle starts with a verify operation to sense the 
current memory state. Then the control module judges whether 
the distance to the target is close enough. If yes, the write 
operation ends. Otherwise, the control module will decide the 
amplitude and duration of the next pulse based on the distance 
between the current state and the target state. Then the pulse 
generator module will output the pulse to implement the write 
operation, which is the last step of the loop. 

 
Fig. 8.  Write MLC FeFET NVM. (a) Traditional approach; (b) Proposed APD 
approach with adaptive amplitude and duration. 

 

 
Fig. 9.  The procedure of the APD program-and-verify. 

B. Benchmark 

The energy and latency of the proposed write strategy have 
been simulated based on the FeFET SPICE model from [45]. 
The parameters are listed in Table II. Both the proposed APD 
write approach and the baseline approach using a fixed write 
pulse amplitude and duration are investigated. 

As mentioned in section III, the memory states are defined at 
VG = 0.9V and VG = 1.2V as an example. In the simulation, four 
typical states are selected from the 98 states of 6.6-bit/cell 
design for a close look. These four states are shown in Table III. 
For the baseline simulation, the write duration is set to 3ns to 
ensure that one state can switch to the closest state through only 
one write pulse. The verify duration of both baseline and 
proposed methods is set to 1ns.  

 

TABLE III.  FEFET STATE DEFINITION 

State Definition 

A IDS=32 A@VG=1.2V 

B IDS=38 A@VG=1.2V 

C IDS=165 A@VG=1.2V 

D IDS=15 A@VG=0.9V 

 
In transient simulations, the cell is initialized to one of the 

four states. The capacitor of each word line or bit line in a large 
array is set to 50fF. During a write, both latency and energy are 
monitored. The energy consumption has considered write, 
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verify, and the parasitic capacitor charging. As the energy of 
each write pulse depends on the pulse amplitude and the load 
capacitor, the charging energy can be derived by the charging 
amplitude and iterations.  

 

 
Fig. 10.  Proposed APD write approach evaluation: (a) Energy; (b) Latency. 

 
The energy and latency of the two methods during six write 

procedures between the four states are shown in Fig. 10. 
Benefiting from the adaptive pulse amplitude and duration, the 
number of pulses is significantly reduced. The average energy 
saving is 91%. Overwriting the state A with the state B, the 
energy consumption of the proposed method is 270fJ, while the 
baseline method consumes 820fJ. The difference becomes even 
larger when the baseline write operation requires more 
iterations. For instance, in a write from the state A to the state 
D, the baseline write energy reaches 91pJ due to 435 program-
and-verify iterations. The proposed method consumes only 
1.42pJ because only 4 iterations are needed. 

Moreover, the latency of the proposed design also shows 
improvement because of fewer write pulses and verify 
operations. The average latency reduction is 25%. In the 
scenarios of a small distance between the current memory state 
to the target state, the proposed method and the baseline method 
may have similar or the same latency, as the APD write 
approach may adopt the same pulse as the baseline. An example 
is the B->A write operation. In the scenarios of a large distance 
transition, the improvement could be significant, for example, 
45% latency reduction for the D->A write. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has investigated the multi-level/cell NVM design 
space using FeFETs. The design challenges and opportunities 
have been discussed in detail. In order to achieve higher density, 
lower the energy consumption and access latency, this paper has 

proposed a few effective approaches, including the adaptive 
state mapping (ASM) and adaptive gate biasing (AGB) read, 
and the adaptive prediction-based direct (APD) write. The 
theory, implementation and evaluation of these approaches 
have been presented in detail, showing promising memory and 
computing paradigms enabled by the FeFET-based MLC 
technologies. 
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